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Advent 2012 
 

“So let's not allow ourselves to get fatigued doing good.  At the right time  

we will harvest a good crop if we don't give up, or quit.  Right now, therefore,  

every time we get the chance, let us work for the benefit of all, starting with the  

people closest to us in the community of faith.”  Galatians 6:9 (The Message Bible) 

 

Dear Friends of LPF, 

Peacemakers often have an image of being mild-mannered, laid-back, non-confrontational and not 

taking strong stances.  As you know, that image is not accurate.  Like Jesus, genuine peacemakers are 

willing to stand up and act.  They speak truth to the powers of evil and injustice, and do so nonviolently  

to build a better world. 

As an LPF peacemaker, you know this stance is not easy.  Bringing peaceful change to society is a 

big task.  But it is essential if genuine peace is to be achieved.  We may champion different causes, but  

we must never cease to pressure for change.  And when we stand with other peacemakers, we find 

encouragement for our convictions, while building a community presence that others can more easily 

notice, be intrigued by, and support. 

I have often described myself as “an evangelical conservative with a radical social conscience.” I’m 

“evangelical’ because I hold strong to the fundamental truth that we are made right with God through 

faith in Jesus.  I’m “conservative” because I stand with a believing congregation every Sunday to confess 

my faith in God my Creator, Christ my Redeemer, and the Holy Spirit, my Source of daily renewal. 

And that faith is radical.  It drives me toward unusual and creative actions as I strive toward what is 

just and fair, and above all, loving.  As I look back over my 81 years, I see that my fundamental convic-

tions have taken different forms and actions, depending on what is happening in the world around me. 

In the 1960s when the Kennedy brothers and Martin Luther King were slain, it was advocating for 

gun control. When the war in Vietnam was raging, it meant calling for withdrawal. Right now my radical 

focus is twofold: seeking legislative justice against those whose criminal acts through financial scandals 

robbed me and other innocent folks of hard-earned financial security; and seeking justice for gay, lesbian, 

transgender and bisexual persons. 

I also support LPF’s work on hunger and poverty advocacy; training and mentoring volunteers in 

meal programs and food banks; educating peacemakers in the ways of nonviolence; providing resources 

on international issues; and organizing a national LPF meeting in July 2013.  This Advent season, as we 

await the coming of the Prince of Peace, I invite your support of Lutheran Peace Fellowship, our national 

network of peacemakers working together.  Please stand with us to strengthen what LPF can do as a 

community for social change. 

 
Herbert W. Chilstrom, St Peter, MN  

Former Presiding Bishop of the ELCA 

 
 
 

 
P.S. Differences underlined during the election emphasize the importance of advocating on behalf of those in need, 
at home and abroad: please see and share our program update.  Consider attending our national LPF gathering next 
summer.  Please think of people (perhaps yourself) who might help LPF by serving on its board or other leadership 
roles.  We are also grateful for your financial support of LPF (our address is on our letterhead, above).  Thank you! 


